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For God made Christ, who never sinned, to be the 
offering for our sin, so that we could be made right
with God through Christ.  

2 Corinthians 5:21



The GOSPELS =  

*Matthew
*Mark
*Luke
*John



“The Bible’s most customary way of expressing 
God’s truth is not the sermon or theological outline 
but the story, the poem, the vision, and the letter, 
all of them literary forms and products of the 
imagination.”

Leland Ryken (Author, Professor of English Emeritus, Wheaton College)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Matthew
*Mark
*Luke
*John



Gospel Writer TRIVIA + True & False QUIZ

1) The Gospel writers wrote down the events of Jesus’ life in the order that 
they actually happened, since they were concerned about the accuracy of 
what they were writing.   T  /  F 

2) Comparing the Gospels with modern biographies, we see many 
differences. Comparing the Gospels with ancient biographies, we see many 
similarities.  T  /  F

3) Matthew, Luke and John are commonly called the Synoptic Gospels since 
they can be “seen together”; Mark takes a different course altogether.   T  /  F

4) Each evangelist, working separately, miraculously preserved the very 
wording Jesus used, which can be seen if one compares different Gospels as 
they describe the same event.   T  /  F

5) Under the direction of the Holy Spirit, each Gospel writer chose what to 
include and what to omit to tell the story to a particular audience.   T  /  F

6) Differences between the Gospels should not be seen as errors in the Bible, 
but simply the result of authors emphasizing different things according to 
their theological purposes and according to ancient customs of keeping 
records.   T  /  F

7) The Gospels are unique because they are Christological biographies
—meaning that their aim is to communicate truth about the person and 
mission of Jesus.   T  /  F

**Complete THIS SIDE FIRST...before turning over for Answer Key**
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Gospel Writer TRIVIA + True & False ANSWER KEY

1) The Gospel writers wrote down the events of Jesus’ life in the order that 
they actually happened, since they were concerned about the accuracy of 
what they were writing. (Topically, to report what He said with variety.)
False 

2) Comparing the Gospels with modern biographies, we see many 
differences. Comparing the Gospels with ancient biographies, we see many 
similarities.  
True

3) Matthew, Luke and John (Mark) are commonly called the Synoptic 
Gospels since they can be “seen together”; Mark (John) takes a different 
course altogether.
False

4) Each evangelist, working separately, miraculously preserved the very 
wording Jesus used, (felt free to paraphrase or summarize) which can be 
seen if one compares different Gospels as they describe the same event.
False

5) Under the direction of the Holy Spirit, each Gospel writer chose what to 
include and what to omit to tell the story to a particular audience.   True

6) Differences between the Gospels should not be seen as errors in the Bible, 
but simply the result of authors emphasizing different things according to 
their theological purposes and according to ancient customs of keeping 
records.   True

7) The Gospels are unique because they are Christological biographies
—meaning that their aim is to communicate truth about the person and 
mission of Jesus.   True





The Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6, Also Luke 11)



The Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6, Also Luke 11)



In his First Apology, this early church leader 
characterized the Gospels as the “memoirs” of the 
Apostles. 

Justin Martyr (100-165 AD)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Matthew
*Mark
*Luke
*John



You search the Scriptures because you think they 
give you eternal life. 

John 5:39
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You search the Scriptures because you think they 
give you eternal life. But the Scriptures point to me! 
Yet you refuse to come to me to receive this life.  

John 5:39-40



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Matthew
*Mark
*Luke
*John



“It is astonishing that while Graeco-Roman 
historians have been growing in confidence, the 
twentieth century study of the Gospel narratives, 
starting from no less promising material, has taken 
so gloomy a turn.”

A. N.  Sherwin-White (British Historian of Ancient Rome)



v Extensive writing on Greco-Roman World
v The History of the Peloponnesian War
v 8 Copies of his writings. 
v Earliest transcription 1,300 years after the events 

happened. 

Thucydides (460-395 BC)



vHis Poetics is a very trusted document.
v 5 Copies available. 
vDated 1,400 years after the original documents. 

Aristotle (384-322 BC)



vHis Gallic Wars describe events from 58-50 BC
v The few manuscripts available are dated 1,000

years after his death. 

Julius Caesar (101-45 BC)



v There are two, the earliest written 400 years after
Alexander died.

Ancient Biographies of Alexander III Of Macedon
(356-323 BC)





The New Testament [The Gospels]
(50-95ish AD)



v 25,000 copies of N.T. manuscripts in existence. 
Most composed within 30 years of Jesus’ death & 
resurrection.

vDocuments can be compared to evaluate 
differences. 

v Written, read, & shared by eyewitnesses [or by 
those who knew eyewitnesses] of the recorded 
events. 

The New Testament [The Gospels]
(50-95ish AD)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Matthew
*Mark
*Luke
*John



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Matthew 1:1
*BIBLOS gene÷sewß
= “The Book of Genesis”

Gospel of Matthew (AD 70-90)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Luke 1:5-80
*“Zechariah & Elizabeth”

Gospel of Luke (AD 50’s-60’s)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*Mark 1:1-3
*“Jesus, according to Isaiah”

Gospel of Mark (AD 40’s-60’s)



The GOSPELS = STORIES  

*John “The Other Gospel”
*Different words, images, ideas, &
stories. More chronology, geography, 
topography. 

Gospel of John (AD 90’s)



“A story-formed community…will not be so sure it 
has all the answers. Such a community will listen for 
surprises, for strangers, and for imaginative new 
ideas which is cannot control.”

Philip S Keene
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John P. Meier (A Marginal Jew-Multiple Volumes)
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RECOMMENDED CRITERIA

John P. Meier (A Marginal Jew-Multiple Volumes)

*APOSTOLICITY
*EMBARRASSMENT
*DISCONTINUITY
*MULTIPLE ATTESTATIONS



“I find television very educating. Every time 
somebody turns on the set I go into the other room 
and read a book.”

Groucho Marx



DIFFERENT ≠ WRONG



Many people have set out to write accounts about 
the events that have been fulfilled among us. They 
used the eyewitness reports circulating among us 
from the early disciples.

Luke 1:1-4



Having carefully investigated everything from the 
beginning, I also have decided to write an accurate 
account for you, …so you can be certain of the truth 
of everything you were taught.

Luke 1:1-4



It was now the fifteenth year of the reign of 
Tiberius, the Roman emperor. Pontius Pilate was 
governor over Judea; Herod Antipas was ruler over 
Galilee; his brother Philip was ruler over Iturea and 
Traconitis; Lysanias was ruler over Abilene. 

Luke 3:1-2



Annas and Caiaphas were the high priests. At this 
time a message from God came to John son of 
Zechariah, who was living in the wilderness.

Luke 3:1-2





For we have not followed cunningly devised fables, 
when we made known unto you the power and 
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were 
eyewitnesses of his majesty.

2 Peter 1:16





THE GOSPELS INVITE US TO OPEN GOD’S GIFT 
OF IMAGINATION, AND REVEAL HIS GREATEST 

GIFT…JESUS. 


